LONDON, MIDLAND AND SCOTTISH RAILWAY.
Ministry of Transport,
7, Whitehall Gardens,
London, S.W.1.
5th July, 1928.

SIR,
I have the honour to report, for the information of the Minister of Transport,
in accordance with the Order of the 23rd May, the result of my Inquiry into the
circumstances of the accident which occurred a.t about 3.28 p.m, on Friday,
May l l t h , a t Cofton Tunnel, on the Birmingham-Gloucester section of the
London, Midland and Scottish Railway.
This tunnel was in the course of being opened out to form a cutting in connection with a scheme for quadrupling the lines a t this point, and a portion of it
was undergoing final preparation for demolition, which was to be carried out on
Sunday, the 13th May, when a length of same 60 feet of the tunnel roof collapsed
without warning. I regret to state that four men, who were working on the line,
were killed, and three others were injured. Two of the men killed were Railmay
Employ&, the remainder being employed by the Contractors.

Description of Tunnel.
Cofton Tunnel, which is situated about seven miles south of Birmingham on
the Derby and Bristol main line, was built in 1838-1841 as part of the Birmingham and Gloucester Railway.
It was 440 yards long, and had a span of 23 feet, and a height a t the centre
from rail level of 17 feet 2 inches.
The tunnel, which was not inverted, was built of red brick in lime mortar.
[n section it consisted of a segmental arch with curved side walls, springing level
~ e i n g8 feet 1 0 inches above rail level. The side walls were built in Old
English Bond, and are 2 feet thick laid to a radius of 15 feet. The arch was
milt in separate 44 inch rings, with no bonders between the rings, and varied
from 1 foot 6 inches to 2 feet 3 inches in thickness, that is from 4 to 5 and 6 rings.
l'he radius of the inner ring was 11 feet 6 inches.
For purposes of construction eight shafts were sunk, of which three were
ined with brickwork, and kept open for ventilating purposes, the other five being
lealed a t the " eye " and filled in. The first six shafts from the north end of the
iunnel were nine feet in diameter, the other two being seven feet in diameter.
Che " eye " of each shaft in the tunnel arch was formed by a cast iron flanged
:nrb, consisting of four segments bolted together and weighing approximately 3
(ens.
The depth of the curbs was 1 foot 9 inches, and they were shaped so as to
mform to the curvature o'f the arch, the outer edges of the curbs being radial to
he arch a t all points.
During the perio'd that has elapsed since the time of construction practically
,he whole of the original inner ring has been cut out in patches, and replaced with
due brickwork either in lime or cement mortar, a s a matter of ordinary maintenmce. I n carrying out this maintenance repair to the side walls the front half of
:very header brick i n the original facing work was cut off, and the replacing blue
,rickwork laid all stretchers. No accurate records are available of the dates of
uch repairs, but the most recent appear to have been over 20 years ago.
Generally speaking the brickwork, both original and repaired, was i n a
ound condition, and the regular and detailed examinations, of which the most
went were in January, 1928, and on May Gth, indicated no serious deterioration
m the visible surfaces.
The tunnel was damp in parts and after the failure some of the brickwork
Iehind $he liningwas found to be in inferior condition, probably largely due to
lamp.' It was not, however, what would be described as a n exceptionally wet
unnel.
I n 1922 a scheme was prepared for wictening about 2+ miles of this line
etween Longbridge and Barnt Green, which included the tunnel, by the addition
f two new lines on the Eastern or down side.
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The procedure adopted was that the red brick main outer thickness of each
window was cut away by men working pneumatic hammers; the light timber
strutting was then put in place, and finally the blue brick inner skin of the tunnel
was cut through by pneumatic hammers. During the latter work, men were employed in the tunnel below to remove any broken brickwork which fell inside.
Throughout the cutting of chases and windows the brickwork revealed by the
cuts was found to be sonnd and in good condition, the latest inspection being made
on the Friday morning by the L.M.S. Resident Engineer who examined chases
and windows from outside and inside, and was satisfied as to the condition of the
brickwork therein.

Conditions Immediately prior to Collapse.
By the afternoon of Friday, May l l t h , all the chases had been cut and all the
windows had been cut and timbered i n the northernmost seven sections, i.e., 350
feet out of the 410 feet length which was to be dropped on Sunday 13th. In the
eighth section the outer red brickwork had been removed from all the seven
windows on the west side and from two windows a t each end on the east side and
work was in hand on the third window from each end on the east side. The
timbering had been inserted in all the windows on the west side, and the
carpenters were preparing their timber for the four windows just cut on the
east. Most of the inner skin of the windows on the west side had been cut away
and the men were just completing the cut in two of these windows near the Barnt
Green end.
Thus in the immediate vicinity of the cast iron curb there were three
pneumatic hammers working, two on the west side and oue on the east, and on
t,he west the blue brick inner skin was being cut away in two windows, the red
brick having been removed therefrom already.
A heavy mineral train had passed through the tunnel some seven minutes
before the collapse. There is no evidence to indicate that the vibration caused
by this was abnormal or that its speed was in excess of the 15 m.p.h. restriction.
Blasting c ~ e r a t i o n swere in progress some 180 yards away, and 4 or 5 small
charges of 4 ounces of ammonal were fired about a minute before the collapse.
No vibration on the tunnel was noticed from these or similar charges fired earlier.
Collapse of No. 8 Section.
A number of men were working i n the tunnel under No. 8 section, placing
sleepers to protect the permanent way in readiness for the Sunday, and clearing
away the brickwork knocked in by the workmen outside who were finishing the
windows, when the whole of No. 8 section of the tunnel suddenly collapsed on the
top of them. One of the men, who was standing a t the north end of No. 8 section,
suddenly saw light shine through a crack which appeared to open a t the Barnt
Green (South) end, lying towards the west side of the arch, and which extended to
the north end of the section. He had the impression that the crack was near the
west side of the curb, and that the west side of the roof fell first. Another man
standing below saw dust coming from one of the pillars a t the no,rth end on the
east side. H e shouted a warning and jumped back in time to get clear. Various
other men who were working above agreed that the arch collapsed suddenly
without any warning. The general impression of those working on the east side
was that the arch fell away from them, whereas t,wo men working on the west side
had the impression that the arch came towards them like a wa,ve, and they were
both knocked over by a quantity of brickwork. Portions of the windows and
pillars on the east side were left standing after the collapse.
Measures taken after Collapse of No. 8 Section.
After the collapse of No. 8 section, traffic was stopped immediately by the
cutting of the alarm wire, and steps were taken to extricate those injured and
the bodies of the four men who had been killed. Thereafter the fallen brickwork
and debris were cleared away as quickly as possible, and by about 8 p.m. the lines
were clear for traffic. I n the meantime a careful examination of the tunnel had
been made, and as no signs of weakness were seen, except on the surface of the
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walls of the fallen section, i t was decided to allow trains to pass 1
a speed restriction of 5 miles an hour, only one train being per
tunnel a t a time. Arrangements were also made for a continual e
the tunnel. Some six passenger trains and eight other trains passe
tunnel in each direction up till midnight. It was decided that aft€
more loaded passenger trains should proceed through the tunnel,
being made for passenger transport by bus over the section in ques

S i p s of fn-iln~eof No. 5 Sectlon and F u ~ t k e rDemoliti,
On the Saturday morning it was proposed to make another dt
tion. Shortly before 11 a m . , however, a workman, who was ma
pillars for the ammonal charges, started work on one of the pillars
tion by a blow with a pick to form a centre for his drill. No ot
been done on No. 5 section smce the previous day. I l e thought
small movement of the brickwork and therefore did not sta.rt dril
for the foreman. The latter on arrival observed that two or t h ~
bricks of two or three adjoining pillars seemed to have moved out
be standing a little proud of the pillar surface. These pillars we1
curb on the east side. He did not delay to examine the matter ir
but immediately gave the alarm signal to stop traffic, and referred
the engineer in charge, who, observing that on one side some of 1
joints of the pillars were opening, and on tlie other side the mortar
decided to demolish No. 5 section foarthwith. I n the few minuter
while tlie charges were being connected up, further signs of weak1
and dust started dropping from the roof of the tunnel, and
considered i t probable that unless the charges had been placed and f
the arch would have fallen without them.
By the time the debris of this second fall had been cleared
decided that all the remaining portion of the tunnel, a s f a r as
been uncovered, should be dropped forthwith, and the six fifty-foc
which windows had been cut, and a further length of some 160 ya
windows had not yet been cut, were demolished during the week
being reopened for traffic on the following Tuesday. Out of this l
southernmost ten yards was felled by hand, after chases had been
risk of weakening the remaining portion not yet uncovered.
T
yards was felled by explosions as noted below. There remains a le
140 yards still standing over which the material has not yet been r
The strength of the arch i n its uncovered condition is illust
steps which'had to be taken for the demolition of the length of sol
which had been uncovered by Saturday, May 12th, but i n which
not then been cut. When it was decided to drop this as rapidlp
charges of 1%lbs. of ammonal were fixed a t 7 feet intervals in the c
springing of the arch on one side, and these were fired simultaneou
result that a number of windows were blown through the arch
Similar charges a t the same intervals were then applied and fired on
side with a similar result, and only some 20 feet of the tunnel a t
down.
Thus the majority of the arch still remained stmding, though 1
precarious condit,ion, even after windows of appreciable size were
same intervals as i n the original eight lengths, and in spite of the f i
latter windows had been made, not one by one like the others, but by
explosion all along each side in turn, which would presumably have
severe strain on the structure than individual cutting by pneumatic t
Ultimately i t was necessary to put in a, number of additional cl
legs to bring this length down, and even after this a number of porti
work up to 4 or 5 feet high were left standing and some had to bc b
by still further small charges.
Method Adopled and Possilh Alternatives
The method adopted fnr the demolition of this tunnel was a we
and had been em[lhyed successfully in a similar -tvork on the L.IM.
few years before. It is common knowledge that i t is often surprisi

to weaken a well-constructed arch sufficiently to make it fail, and cases have
been known where the brickwork on one side has been cut away until a s o l l t a r ~
brick remained which gradually crushed until the arch fell.
The object of the windows is to weaken the structure along the intended
line of failure to such an extent that it is possible to do the final demolition by
small charges, and thus ensure that no material damage will be caused to the
side walls and also that no large portions a t the side of the arch will remain
standing to form a source of danger and delay in demolition after the main
explosion.
The obvious alternative was to erect a shield inside the tunnel, but owing to
the small dimensions of the tunnel it was not possible to erect a shield which
would enable trains to continue to run on both tracks while the demolition of the
tunnel was in hand by gradual process, probably over a period of five weeks or
so. It would have been possible to erect a shield if the tracks had been interlaced or converted to single line, but it was considered by the Company's officers
that single line working on this section for such a comparatively lengthy period
was not practicable. The line i n question carries about 170 trains a day in both
directions, about half of which are passenger trains including a number of
through expresses, and the best alternative route would involve a considerable
detour over a foreign line, which would cause inconvenience and delay.
Another scheme considered was to divert the traffic of the down line over a
temporary track to be laid in the cutting on the east side, the tunnel then being
used single line for u p traffic only, thus giving space for a shield in it. The
main objections to this were the risks of slips in the cutting and various practical difficulties about the clearance of material and demolition if half of the
cutting were occupied, while under construction, by a running line.
Assuming that these two schemes were ruled out for the reasons stated, there
remains the plan which was actually adopted for the demolition of the 150
yards in which windows had not been cut prior to the Saturday, i.e., the use of
exploeives alone This would no doubt necessitate longer periods of complete
occupation of the lines than the four-hour periods originally arranged, but there
appears no reason why each such occupation should extend beyond the daylight
hours of a Sunday, and it is understood that this method is under consideration
for the final demolition of the length still standing.
A careful check of the theoretical curve of equilibrium of the arch after it
had been uncovered down to springing level indicates no adequate reason to doubt
lts stability in this condition, the curve lying almost within the centre third
throughout; the difference between the portions containing the curbs and those
of plain brickwork is in this respect negligible, the total extra wei h t caused by
a curb being less than 2 tons, which might safely be assumed to f e distributed
over a t least 12 feet run of the tunnel.
Having due regard to the information available and all the circumstances
it was decided that the arrangements proposed for the demolition of the tunnel
were suitable, and that there were no reasonable grounds for anticipating risk of
accident.
Notwithstanding these considerations one section of the tunnel did actually
collapse, and another section was in a very precarious condition; it would appear
probable from the latter that the margin of safety throughout the sections in
which windows were cut was unduly low.
Probable Causes of Failure.
Analysis of the origin of such an accident must be to a large extent a matter
of speculation. There are, however, certain indications of probable causes of
failure as follows :From markings on the curbs of No. 8 and No. 5 sections, it appeared that
the brickwork of the arch had not been bearing on a considerable portion of the
perimeter of the curb on both sides, though it was impossible to detect this on the
surface of the b r i c k ~ o r k either
,
inside or outside. The surface (blue) brickwork
round the curbs inside the tunnel had been examined by the Resident Engineer i n
person and no defects were visible, but owing to the presence of the flanges i t
would i n any case have been impossible to detect faulty brickwork between the
inner and outer rings.

Assuming that the brickwork of
portion of the perimeter of the curb
itself was not acting properly as a ke
adjoining brickwork, and possibly su
up by the inner ring of blue brickwi
brickwork either in the arch or in t h
Immediately o,pposite the curb i
of blue brick lining had been laid i n
found that this patch had stripped bi
of the load was being taken by thit
been on i t a t the springing a thrus
direction within 20 degrees of the vei
latter operation would have more tl
standing, which in addition t o vic
operating from the outside, might w
the structure to the point of collaps
Apart from the stripping of in
were no signs of bulging or cracking
demolition, and there appears to be
way by slips, explosions or other exc
The cast iron curb in No. 8 sc
oppoaite bolted joints, on the diamete
The breaks were apparently many yc
original construction of the tunnel.
from the lower edge of the joints.
that the lower edges of the curb had
pressure from above on the centre oj
from the surface and were not disco3
and extent of the breakages were suc
connection with the portions of brickperimeter of the curb. After the col
was found to have fallen solid with tl
I think i t is unlikely that the breaka~
weakening the arch structure.
Accepting the combination of the
the collapse of No. 8 section, viz., (a:
on curb and consequent lack of proF
work in lime mortar in side walls an'
tion and loosening of brickwork in :
operating in vicinity of curb, we ham
(a) brickwork not bearing on curb, a
of brickwork in pillars by pneumatic
cate any defective brickwork a t the
in operation on No. 5 section for mai
The curb in No. 5 contained an
had been left in position for a heigh;
only approximately equal to the we
solid the closed shaft a t the curb of 7
I do not consider that reason (a)
on the curb, is in itself s f i c i e n t to I
the fact that both the sections whicl
probability of this being a. contribut
the only reasonable explanation is th
combined with the shattering effect c
margin of safety of the whole stru
defects in the brickwork and possibl
sufficient to cause collapse, the final c
a blow from a pick. The windows w
nominally 3 feet so that,, even taki
springing was cut away. But it is e
exact dimensions without a t least 1

ickwork left standing in the pillars, and allowing for the use of pneumatic
Lmmers I think it is not unreasonable to assume that the springing of the arch
as weakened to about a quarter of its original strength.

Conditions after Collapse of No. 8 Section.
When the debris of No. 8 section had been cleared away on Friday evening,
a& was resumed subject to the additional restrictions already detalled and a
ntinuous patrol and inspection of the tunnel all night by an assistant engineer
~d others. This decision was made after a careful inspection of the sections
ill standing.
It is difficult to appreciate fairly after the event the considerations and the
[formation available a t the time on wh~chsuch a decision had to be made, and
ade without delay. I cannot but think, however, that this decision was a
istake, fortunately unattended with serious results. It was not possible a t the
me to allocate definitely the cause of the collapse of No. 8 section nor to be
:rtain that the same undefined cause might not apply to another section. The
11y additional margin of safety through the night would be due to the facts that
neumatic hammers would not be working, that train vibration would be reduced,
i d that the examination of the structure would be more detailed and more connuous than in the past. As events proved, the first two of these had no effect
I preventing the final failure of No. 5 section; it is uncertain whether a t night
le actual warnings of failure of No. 5 section would have been observed by those
~spectingin time to stop traffic by the special arrangements provided.
The decision to allow traffic was stated to be the unanimous opinion of the
lgineers concerned, but the fact that it was decided to discontinue the working
F loaded passenger trains through the tunnel after midnight can only be interreted as indicating doubts about the prudence of this decision.

Cornclusion.
With the information now available it seems clear that the structure of the
innel was in places less sound than was expected, and further was unduly
eakened by the cutting of such large windows by means of pneumatic hammers.
'he reason underlying this was the desire to facilitate the final dropping of the
rch without damage to side walls, and to expedite clearance of the debris and
?us to minimise delay to traffic on the line.
The method adopted for weakening the arch prior to demolition was based
n actual experience of those concerned and all available information pointed
I the soundness and strength of the brickwork concerned.
It is impossible to say whether, if the brickwork had been as sound throughut as appeared on the surface, there would have been an adequate margin of
tfety in the structure in its final condition, but 1 am of opinion that i t was an
rror of judgment to carry the deliberate weakening of this old structure to such
n extent.
It must be recognised that, in dealing with old work of this nature on a
unning line, a very generous margin of safety must be allowed to cover possible
ieakness due to hidden defects and factors which are not calculable, even
hough such allowance may involve serious interference with traffic.

I have the honour to be, Sir,
Your obedient servant,
A. C. TRENCH,
Colonel.
'he Secretary,
Ministry of Transport
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